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Because of you,
Zhou Chao can live
in a family-style
community and thrive!
P.4
ALSO INSIDE:
A China Team short-term
volunteer is moved by Yuan’s
progress over the years. p. 6
Family-style care unlocks Ping’s
voice. p. 8
Your participation in Walk the
Wall accomplishes so much! p.10

International China Concern is a Christian
development organisation that changes lives
by bringing love, hope and opportunity to
China’s abandoned and disabled.

chinaconcern.org

NEWS
GROUP HOMES IN SANMENXIA
As children in our care age into young adults, they require
a different environment to flourish and grow toward
independence. On the 9th of February, 16 children and youth
moved into two new transition homes in Sanmenxia, thanks
to your generosity. Because of you these children:
•• H
 ave a “home” that will give them a sense of stability
and belonging
•• H
 ave a warm home environment with the basic
necessities, along with features designed for those with
special needs
•• C
 an learn new skills and gain semi-independence by
living together as a family unit and be responsible for
one another
•• H
 ave more opportunities to allow for emotional and
social bonds to develop between children
•• C
 an bring transformation to those in the community
around them. As they interact with their neighbours
on a daily basis, this helps breaks down the stigma of
disabilities within their immediate community.
Thank you for your support!

The Great Wall of China stretches 6,000 km across parts of
northern China. It was built as an impassable barrier—which is
how a lot of people see the problem of abandonment in China.
But together we can and have walked the distance many times
over, and we can save children doing it! We raised over USD
$400,000 in 2016, and we look forward to raising even more
with you this year.
To find out how you can be part of Walk the Wall in your city
in 2017 go to: walkthewall.org
READ MORE ON P.10
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THANK YOU!
Your generosity

Thank you for being a light to
each of our 350 children through
2016. We can see how the hand
of God has ordered our steps but
you have provided the light that
has shone on their lives.
Your generosity meant seven very
special girls could create family
in a new home in the community
— the Rosy Dawn home in
Changsha is one that is filled with
love and laughter as the girls learn
new skills and come together as
sisters to support each other in
their dreams for life.

each child and how we can
unlock their God-given potential.
God continues to give us vision
to see more children’s lives
saved, families created, children
transitioned into communities
where their lives become the
story that changes a nation and
be the hope to families on the
brink of abandonment.
Thank you for being a part of
their future. Because of you, they
have one. We are grateful for
you.
In Him,

You were there with each therapy
touch and each lesson learned in
the classrooms of life.
Jannene Wall
CEO

You stood with sixteen boys
in Sanmenxia, moving from
institutional care into familystyle homes that will lay strong
foundations across their lives and
has left on them the imprint that
they are worthy.

Jannene Wall
CEO,
International China Concern

And as we embark on 2017,
your faithfulness has allowed
us to dream for the futures of
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Because of you, Zhou Chao
is growing into a capable,
helpful young man!
Your generosity provides the stepping stones the
children and young people in our care need to grow
and experience the fullness of life!
Like 25 year-old Zhou Chao who came to us from the
Changsha Welfare Centre when he was seven yearsold. He has a milder form of cerebral palsy and except
for the restricted movement of his left hand and arm,
he can move his limbs without much difficulty.
Zhou Chao cannot express himself very well
in speech, but he has learned other ways of
communicating; he learned to write and draw. In his
classes Zhou Chao learned maths and pinyin (the

Zhou Chao is all smiles!
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Chinese language put into the Western alphabet).
He learned to type well and became good at
drawing on the computer. Gradually his level of
understanding increased, and he also learned to
read Chinese characters.
Zhou Chao has a good level of independence and
self-care skills; he has no problems with gross motor
skills (walking, picking up large objects), but has
some difficulty with fine motor skills, like the careful
manipulation of objects with his hands.
Because of your generosity, Zhou Chao could get
therapy focusing on increasing the ability of his left
hand and left leg. These exercises helped his left
hand become more flexible and more coordinated
with his right hand, allowing him to help the other
boys to tie their shoelaces and fasten their zips and
also join in the craft workshops.

Zhou Chao improving his drawing technique

Because of his increased
dexterity Zhou Chao was able
to get work at our Vocational
Training Centre sheltered
workshop making cards. And
there he discovered he has an
incredible gift for creativity and
leadership. He is the leader of his
group and the cards he makes
are very delicate and beautiful.
He expressed interest in learning
how to better his drawing and
painting skills so his caregiver
made it possible for Zhou Chao
to get a teacher who could guide
him.
He has learned much and his
talent and hard
work produces
some vivid
drawings. He
always puts his
own feelings into
his pictures, which
is another way he can overcome
his speech limitations and
express himself in art.
Zhou Chao lives with nine other
boys in a family-style group
home in the community. The
carers work as the boys’ parents
to give help and support, and
each of the young men have
household responsibilities,
as family members based on
individual abilities.
At home, Zhou Chao does a lot
of housework, such as sweeping
and mopping the floor, emptying
the rubbish, washing the
bedding and drying the clothes

for the other young people. He is
very strong, and happy to help!
With help from his house parents
and teachers, the influence from
the community and his own
efforts, Zhou Chao has made a
lot of progress. He is a very hardworking, gentle, pleasant and
helpful young man — a great help
to his carers and the big brother
to any younger housemates,
teaching skills to the younger
boys and consoling when
someone is ill or not happy.
Because of your compassion
and generosity, you have made
it possible for Zhou Chao to
grow, learn and get the therapy
he needed to gain greater
independence. You provided
patient and loving carers who are
like parents to him and a home
where he can be a loving big
brother and helpful, contributing
family member.
Zhou Chao has told us he would
like to learn to drive — we hope
one day his dream will come
true. We think with his tenacity
and aptitude for learning that it
won’t be long before he does!
Thank you for the generous love
you’ve sown into Zhou Chao’s
life and the lives of all of the
children and young people in
our care. Because of you, they
can aspire to greater things and
accomplish more than they ever
dreamed they could.
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Oceans apart, but friends for life.

VOLUNTEERING IN ACTION
WHEN YOU GO ON A SHORT TERM CHINA TEAM VISIT, YOU NOT ONLY IMPACT
THE PRECIOUS LIVES YOU ENCOUNTER BUT THEY FIND THEIR WAY INTO YOUR
HEART AND TAKE RESIDENCE THERE.
When Helen Gates first encountered ICC and
the children on a China Team trip, she was
extremely nervous and very unsure what, if
anything she could contribute. But a little boy
named Yuan captured her heart and she’d
remember him for years to come.
As the first day drew near I could
feel my anxiety level rising. Prior to
coming to China I had not cared for
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disabled children in any capacity and
had no formal training. I was not an
occupational therapist, a nurse, a
dietician or a physiotherapist and so felt
somewhat inadequate on arrival. These
are all reasons why my first meeting
with Yuan Yuan was so special, he was
the first child I had the privilege to care
for and what a completely amazing
and beautiful experience that was.

Yuan Yuan was just seven years-old
and really quite shy so at first he was so
quiet I wondered whether I was getting
it right and doing what was needed or
fun.

and prayers for the children and young
people in our care. You have made an impact
on their lives and an imprint on their hearts!

I will never forget Yuan Yuan ensuring
that I had my chopsticks and my bowl
was ready, ahead of himself, before
food came. I remember spending time
feeding him and helping him to eat
well. It was a very happy and rewarding
time. We then got to swim together,
something which was a real joy as it
was a yearly event rather than now
where the pool is on site and children
can go every day.
Helen returned to Hengyang in 2012 and
2013 and though she was working with
different groups of children she did see Yuan
Yuan a little. But on her last visit this past
summer, she wasn’t sure if she would get to
see him.
I was led into a classroom to play a
game of Uno, and imagine my joy
when I saw Yuan Yuan! Of course he
won every round!!
Yuan Yuan asked his carers if Helen could
take him swimming so they arranged for that
to happen. And you can tell by the photo the
joy they bring to each other!
One of the really positive aspects of
working with ICC is the partnership
that every team member undertakes
with ICC as a whole but also with
each child that we are entrusted with
for whatever time we are given. This
goes beyond the actual time of a team
visit and spreads over the years and
across the continents. It makes it a
special experience to join and engage
in and one which enriches many lives,
especially as we tell our stories and
share the love, hope and opportunity
which each child has been given.
Thank you to Helen and all of our China
Team volunteers for pouring out your love

ICC’s short-term volunteer teams, known
as China Teams, are very important to the
care we provide to our children. We are so
grateful for the love and compassion that
teams bring to the precious lives in our
care. It’s because of your kind hearts that
children light up a little more, take bigger
strides and reach out and love back.
China Teams build on the consistent and
integral work of our full-time volunteers
and staff and are an emotional and
physical support to the children. After
only two weeks of concentrated care from
China Team volunteers, our therapists
say the children can make huge gains
physically and socially.
You don’t have to be a therapist or in the
medical field to have this kind of impact.
You only need a big heart and be willing
to love on these little ones to make a
difference in their lives.

To learn more about
becoming a China Teams
member or long-term volunteer for ICC
visit chinaconcern.org/volunteer
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YOUR SUPPORT
IN ACTION
FAMILY LIFE, FAMILY LOVE: PING’S STORY
BECAUSE OF YOU, PING WAS ABLE TO
BLOSSOM IN A FAMILY-STYLE ENVIRONMENT
Imagine a young girl, scared and withdrawn
from years of unknowable trauma, abandoned
to the Chinese welfare centre. Her name is
Ping and her eyes are sallow and her hair so
thin. Silent, her voice is locked inside. Unable
to make eye contact, her little hands grab and
clutch the toys given to her and she pouches
food in her cheeks for fear she won’t eat again
any time soon. She sits frozen. Her trauma is
deep and has forced her to recoil inside herself
to a place she thinks is safe. But in that inward
place she is so very alone. And without love
and care and treatment she will wither and not
be long for this world.
For two weeks our staff and volunteers
cuddled and held Ping at the welfare centre.
Non-stop. That lengthy embrace was enough
to give her hope and the will to live until she
could be permanently in our care. It was then
that her heart began to heal and grow and
flourish.
But this could not have happened without
your generous support.
The first time we heard Ping’s voice she sang.
It was a wordless song as she held the hand
of a loving carer. From that song onwards
her heart continuously opened and her trust
continuously grew as our staff and volunteers
embraced her and taught her and encouraged
her.
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Because of you, Ping was able to leave a
chaotic environment and receive family-style
care with ICC where she has grown secure in
her relationships with carers and her peers.
Ping is no longer a broken, frozen child. She
is an animated teen who initiates hugs and
cooks dinner for her family group. The scars
of her past are not visible at all to the casual
observer. She is beautiful. She smiles a lot. And
she loves others, serves others, chats, laughs,
cleans the house, sings, dances, makes eye
contact, and she’s learning to sew. Her family
group of “sisters” love her very much as do her
“aunties” or carers.
She’s living her life to the full and bringing joy
and love to her community, and now also
healing other broken hearts with her love. And
this is possible because of your big heart.
Thanks to you, this year we will see more
children reach the milestones that Ping has!
A scared and
withdrawn Ping.

Ping has grown into
a loving, trusting and
smiley young lady!
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OPPORTUNITIES TO GIVE
2017 MARKS THE

10

th

ANNIVERSARY OF
WALK THE WALL!
You accomplished so
much for abandoned
and disabled children
in China in 2016. Thank
you! We’re inviting you
to do it again and see
how much more we
can accomplish
together in 2017!

Walk the Wall is a very special event held around the globe every year
between July and December. It’s when we join with our communities
and walk on behalf of abandoned children with disabilities in China.
It’s an opportunity for you, your friends, your colleagues and your
church to walk together to raise funds that will transform lives.
Lives like Cui Cui who came into our care when she was five
years-old. She was extremely tiny, underweight and her condition
unknown. She was severely delayed physically and mentally and her
stomach was distended and growing bigger and bigger. We were very
concerned for her well-being. She needed medical attention and fast.
When you Walk the Wall you make it possible for children to receive
the medical attention they need so that they can live a full life! Our
China Operations Director, Kyla Alexander, advocated for Cui Cui
by working with the government welfare centre medical team. Cui
Cui was transferred to the Changsha hospital for evaluation and
supportive care but because of her mental disabilities they did not
think she was a candidate for surgery.
Cui Cui’s belly went down temporarily but it gradually got bigger
again. Nothing was working. ICC consulted international doctors and

Walk the Wall Vancouver
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set plans in motion that also didn’t seem to work. An
international nurse suggested prune juice and brought
some in from Hong Kong, as it wasn’t available in
Changsha. It had amazing results!
One of our long term volunteer occupational therapists
advised massaging Cui Cui’s belly and to reposition her
to help with gas issues and it helped tremendously.
A dietitian from the United Kingdom shared her
expertise for Cui Cui’s diet when she came on a short
term visit. When searching the storeroom for items that
could help Cui Cui’s digestion, she found several cans
of a special baby formula from overseas that were no
longer needed for the originally intended child. She had
also brought probiotics and added them to Cui Cui’s
food plan. Another volunteer taught Cui Cui’s carers
how to make yogurt with the same strain of probiotics
so Cui Cui could continue to get the nutrition she
needed! She loves her yogurt!
Because you Walked the Wall and raised awareness
and funds for the children, we could advocate for
Cui Cui, consult with local and international medical
professionals, work tirelessly to find the right treatment
and food plan and even the right foods to help her
digest and get nutrients to the rest of her body.
It’s been a long journey for Cui Cui and she has a
long way to catch up physically, but because of your
compassionate heart and desire to see children with
disabilities live a full life, she can continue to do just that!

Because you walked the wall, Cui Cui is able
to get the medical attention she needs!

Cui Cui is just one of many children and youth who
need advocacy and individualized support so they can
live their lives to their fullest potential! This year we’re
asking you to not only Walk the Wall again, but get as
many of your friends, colleagues and church family to
join you as you possibly can! It’s never too early to preregister and get notified when dates and times for Walks
in your area are ready for registration.
Together with people around the world you have made
the lives of children like Cui Cui a dream come true. Let’s
make this 10th year walking the wall the best yet and
impact even more lives!

To be notified when you can register
for Walk the Wall in your city or find
out how you can organize a Walk in
your area, visit walkthewall.org.
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FEEL THE PASSION, SEE THE CHANGE
The mission of International China Concern is only possible because of
the dedication and commitment of self-supporting volunteers, living and
working in China, who have a passion to see broken lives be whole and full.
Your skills, expertise and passion can help change a child’s life.
Some of the roles available:
•• General Volunteers
•• Physical Therapists
•• Occupational
Therapists

•• Pastoral Care
Workers
•• Special Education
Teachers

Visit our website to find out more about the ways
you can directly impact lives in China.

CHINACONCERN.ORG/VOLUNTEER

HOW TO CONNECT WITH ICC
DONATE

CONTACT US

CHINACONCERN.ORG/DONATE

AUSTRALIA
P: +61 (0)7 3812 8118
E: australia@chinaconcern.org

SINGAPORE
P: +65 9684 6914
E: singapore@chinaconcern.org

CHINACONCERN.ORG/VOLUNTEER

CANADA
P: +1 604 322 3119
E: canada@chinaconcern.org

LIKE US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

CHINA
E: china@chinaconcern.org

UNITED KINGDOM
& REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
P: +44 (0) 1670 505622
E: uk@chinaconcern.org

VOLUNTEER

FACEBOOK.COM/CHINACONCERN
@CHINACONCERN
@CHINACONCERN

HONG KONG
P: +852 2529 2952
E: hongkong@chinaconcern.org
NEDERLAND
P: +31 229 236485
E: nederland@chinaconcern.org

UNITED STATES
P: +1 360 746 8520
E: usa@chinaconcern.org
FOR GENERAL ENQUIRIES,
CONTACT US BY EMAIL
E: enquiries@chinaconcern.org

